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The Effect of Geometrical
Factors on the Surface Pressure
Distribution on a Human
Phantom Model Following Shock
Exposure: A Computational and
Experimental Study
Maciej Skotak, Molly T. Townsend, Eren Alay
and Namas Chandra

Abstract
Experimental data and finite element simulations of an anthropometric surrogate
headform was used to evaluate the effect of specimen location and orientation on
surface pressures following shock exposures of varying intensity. It was found that
surface pressure distributions changed with local flow field disturbances, making
it necessary to use data reduction strategies to facilitate comparisons between test
locations, shock wave intensities and headform orientations. Non-dimensional
parameters, termed amplification factors, were developed to permit direct comparisons of pressure waveform characteristics between incident shock waves differing
in intensity, irrespective of headform location and orientation. This approach
proved to be a sensitive metric, highlighting the flow field disturbances which exist
in different locations and indicating how geometric factors strongly influence the
flow field and surface pressure distribution.
Keywords: shock wave, shock tube, pressure measurements, human phantom, end
effect, numerical simulations, impulse effect, dynamic pressure

1. Introduction
The shock tube is a convenient way to generate the shock waves in a controlled
fashion, and it has been employed in various research areas for more than a century
[1–6]. The design of a compressed gas driven shock tube includes three standard
components: driver (breech) and driven sections with an optional end wave eliminator [7, 8]. The differences in the dimensions (volume of the breech, breech-to-test
section diameter ratio, length of the driven section) and operation of the tube
(type of driven gas, mechanism of driver gas release) have significant impact on the
resulting pressure history measured inside of the tube [9]. The classical design of
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the shock tube employs the plastic or metal membranes, which is used to confine the
driver gas from entering the driven test section. The driver section pressure is gradually increased until the point of mechanical failure of the membrane upon which
the driver gas is entering the test section, pressurizing the ambient gas and resulting in the formation of the shock wave. Alternative designs employ membraneless
drivers where the piston [10–13], or fast acting valve [14–16], are used eliminating
the need for membrane replacement between consecutive tests. Both designs have
been demonstrated to allow generation of shock waves with diverse magnitudes
and characteristics. It is worth mentioning various instrumental factors, discussed
in detail in our recent contribution [17], can affect the quality of recorded pressure
waveforms and impact the interpretation of the experimental data.
In the biomedical field, research utilizing shock tubes to investigate mechanisms of blast TBI (bTBI) was invigorated only 20 years ago [18, 19]. The primary
goal in this area of research is to replicate conditions associated with field explosions, particularly the primary blast injuries caused exclusively by the interaction
of a shock wave with the brain are of interest [20]. Simulation of explosive blast
implies that a shock wave closely resembling the Friedlander waveform should be
produced and it has become a standard in contemporary bTBI models [7, 21]. Two
experimental parameters of paramount importance are the specimen restraint
and the location of the test section, where the specimen is exposed to a shock
wave. For the inanimate specimen the method of restraint is usually not an issue,
however, human phantom models are frequently mounted on a biofidelic neck,
e.g., Hybrid III, and when subjected to a shock wave loading rapid acceleration
can result in the specimen displacement affecting the pressure loading on the
surface. When the animal models are used the head restraint becomes extremely
important, particularly for rodents with relatively small body dimensions and low
weight. If the proper head restraint measures are not included in the experimental
design, it might result in the development of erroneous injury modalities. It’s been
demonstrated that head acceleration might lead to the development of tertiary
blast injuries, which have different injury characteristics than those resulting from
shock wave loading [22, 23]. The importance of the test location in the shock tube
was a subject of the experimental evaluation in the past by our group [24–26].
These results illustrate significant differences between testing the specimen inside
of the shock tube, i.e., at the distance from the exit enough to eliminate influence
of any end-effects, versus at the end and outside. Testing outside is undoubtedly
more convenient, but carries a number of unwanted drawbacks: (1) the shock
wave profile is eroded and typically only short duration waveforms are achievable,
(2) there is large dynamic pressure component which might contribute to a variety
of errors [27], (3) the loading of the specimen strongly depends on the location
with respect to the shock tube exit and diameter due to highly heterogeneous
conditions [28, 29]. Testing inside provides much higher level of control over the
shock wave profile with the dynamic components resembling these encountered in
the field explosions.
Numerical simulations are invaluable tools for mechanistic investigation of short
lived phenomena like shock wave interaction with complex biological structures.
The numerical models in bTBI research area provide insight into: (1) the transmission and propagation of the blast waves in the brain [8, 30, 31], and (2) mitigation of
blast effects by helmets [32–40] or other PPE designed to safeguard the craniofacial
area [36]. However, the accuracy of the numerical simulations relies on the validation using high-quality experimental data, e.g., the pressure measured on the surface of the helmet or phantom [8, 35, 39], or intracranial pressure [31, 40]. A related
branch of experimental work which is yet to be explored to its full potential for
numerical model validation is the use of post-mortem human specimens (PMHSs)
2
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[37, 41, 42], instrumented with surface and intracranial pressure sensors. Existing
studies in this area are rare and hindered by the experimental difficulties, not to
mention complete impracticalities for the evaluation of PPE performance. It only
leaves the use of anthropometric phantoms as the only alternative, which, made of
non-biological materials, replicate the geometry to a high degree [8, 31, 39, 43, 44].
In this contribution we performed a comprehensive experimental characterization of the human phantom model instrumented with 10 pressure sensors to
measure the response to a shock wave loading. The specimen was tested using
large cross-sectional area shock tube using three locations with characterized by
divergent flow characteristics. The loading of the specimen was administered via a
single shock wave with three nominal intensities (70, 140 and 210 kPa), and surface
pressure was probed in three headform orientations with respect to the incident
shock wave, i.e., 0, 90 and 180°.

2. Methods
2.1 The shock tube
The 7 m long square (0.71 × 0.71 m) cross section shock tube was used in all
experiments. This device was previously characterized in detail [24, 26]. The driver
gas was compressed helium (ultra-high purity, 99.99%, Airgas, Oakland, NJ), which
was allowed to flow into the breech separated from the driven section of the shock
tube with membranes made of Mylar (Grafix, Cleveland, OH). Upon the rupture
of membranes, the driver gas enters the driven section and compresses the ambient
air, which in turn generates a shock wave. Three discrete Friedlander waveform
shock waves with nominal intensities of approximately 70, 140 and 210 kPa peak
overpressure in the test section (T5 sensor, Figure 1) were used. All tests were
performed at ambient conditions.
2.2 Pressure measurement, headform preparation, and instrumentation
The temporal evolution of the incident shock wave waveforms was recorded
using seven high frequency response pressure sensors model 134A24 (PCB
Piezotronics, Inc., Depew, NY, USA), distributed along the shock tube (Figure 1).
The pencil probe model ICP® 137B24B (PCB Piezotronics Inc., Depew, NY, USA)
was used to measure the incident pressure on the outside (PP location, Figure 1).
The phantom headform [45], was instrumented with 10 PCB Piezotronics model
102B06 pressure sensors as illustrated in Figure 2A. Five medial sensors are located
along midline anterior–posterior (H1–H5), and five circumferential sensors: two
on the right parietal side (H6 and H7), two in eye sockets (H8 and H9, Figure 2A)
and one on the left parietal side (H10). These sensors were mounted flush to the
surface using tapped holes. The headform was mounted on the Hybrid III neck
(Humanetics, Plymouth, MI) [46], in a rigid configuration to eliminate the motion
of the headform during shock wave impact. The FOCUS headform-Hybrid III neck
the assembly was attached to the adapter plate and bolted to the bottom of the
shock tube in the test section in three different locations (Figure 1).
A custom LabView program was used to record the pressure waveforms. The
data acquisition system is based on PXIe-1082 PCI Express chassis and PXI-6133 S
Series multifunction DAQ modules (National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA). The
signal of pressure sensors was filtered using 8-channel signal conditioners model
483C05 (PCB Piezotronics Inc., Depew, NY, USA). The pressure waveforms were
recorded at 1.0 MHz sampling frequency with an acquisition time of 50 ms.
3
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Figure 1.
Evolution of the shock wave profile traveling in the 28-inch square cross section shock tube. Top panel:
schematics of the pressure sensor distribution along the shock tube. The headform is placed in three locations
marked as: T5 (inside), D7 (end) and PP (outside). Bottom panels: Pressure profiles of the incident shock wave
with nominal BOP of 70 kPa (left) and 140 kPa (right) recorded by sensors distributed along the shock tube
as schematically depicted by the top diagram. The shock wave profiles recorded at T5, D7 and PP were used
for experimental data normalization. This image was taken from reference [26] (distributed under creative
commons attribution (CC BY) license).

Figure 2.
The schematic representation of the pressure sensor distribution on the headform (A). The direction of the
shock wave propagation in experiments where the headform was rotated in 90° intervals is illustrated. The
experimental pressure waveforms collected at 70 kPa nominal shock wave intensity by the surface sensors to
three headform orientations: (B) 0°, (C) 90°, and (D) 180° with respect to the direction of the shock wave
propagation.
4
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2.3 Experimental design, data reduction and statistical analysis
The study was designed as three-factor experimental design, 3 × 3 × 3. The three
experimental variables investigated are: (1) the headform location (three levels:
inside, end and outside, Figure 1), (2) the headform orientation (three levels: 0, 90,
and 180°), and (3) shock wave intensity (three levels: 70, 140 and 210 kPa).
All pressure waveforms were processed and quantified in Origin 2018 software
(OriginLab Corp., Northampton, MA). All data are presented as mean and standard
deviation (n = 4).
The data normalization and reduction were performed as follows. The four
pressure waveform characteristics were tabulated. These include (1) the peak
overpressure, the increase in pressure observed at arrival of the shock front, (2) the
rise time, or the time required for the pressure to increase from 10 to 90% of the
peak overpressure, (3) the positive phase duration, or the time required to return to
ambient pressure, and (4) the impulse, or the area under the pressure–time curve
during the positive phase duration. Each pressure waveform characteristic value
was divided by the incident shock wave equivalent (Eq. (1)):
xp

xnon = _
xi

(1)

where, xp—peak overpressure, rise time, duration or impulse of the resulting
pressure waveform on the headform, xi—peak overpressure, rise time, duration
or impulse of the incident shock wave, at the headform location (T5, D7 or PP,
Figure 1). As a result, a set of normalized non-dimensional peak overpressure, rise
time, duration and impulse values is generated for each test location, headform
orientation and shock wave intensity.
2.4 Flow-field simulations
Finite element models were used to identify the influence the three experimental variables on the flow-field around the specimen. The flow-field around the
headform was simulated using a coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian approach to fluidstructure interaction. This solution technique is ideal for the simulation of large
deformation finite element analyses and has been used extensively in the simulation
of shock-structure interaction physics [8, 47, 48]. The shock wave is modeled in a
Eulerian mesh of air and interacts with the headform, modeled using a Lagrangian
mesh. The interaction of the two domains results in a solution which depicts the air
flow around the headform.
The headform Lagrangian model was generated from a 3D geometrical model
generated from the FOCUS headform and the Hybrid III neck using Autodesk Recap
Pro 2018 (Autodesk, Inc.). The three-dimensional geometry was meshed using
linear tetrahedrons (Simpleware, Synopsys) at a converged mesh density with an
average minimum edge length of 8.73 mm (Figure 3A). The headform was assumed
to be a linear elastic material with a density of 2700 kg/m3, an elastic modulus of
6.89 GPa, and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.33.
A pre-existing, validated model of a shock tube was enhanced for use as the
Eulerian domain [49]. This model used a biased linear hexahedral mesh which
converged at a minimum edge length of 14 mm at the region of interest. Two shock
tube meshes were used, designed to best model the inside specimen placement and
to model the exit and outside specimen placements. The model used to simulate
the inside of the shock tube was 5.9 m in length and over 580 thousand elements
(Figure 3B). The model used to simulate the end and outside specimen placements
was 2.9 m in length and over 2.24 million elements (Figure 3C). The Eulerian mesh
5
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Figure 3.
The finite element models used in the calculation of the flow-fields around the headform. (A) The Lagrangian
domain of the FOCUS headform was meshed using linear tetrahedral elements. The Eulerian domains were of
two different lengths: (B) a 5.9 m length section downstream of the A2 sensor (Figure 1) to model the inside
specimen location and (C) a 2.9 m length section downstream of the D5 sensor (Figure 1) to model the end and
outside specimen locations. (D) The full shock tube size is shown, depicting the breech, expansion cone, driven
region, and catch tank.

was assumed to be filled with air, approximated using the ideal gas equation of state
at 296 K, a density of 1.2 kg/m3, and a specific heat ratio of 1.4.
Twenty-seven simulated configurations were conducted, mirroring the experimental configurations of three specimen placement locations (inside, at the exit
of, and outside the shock tube), three specimen orientations (0, 90, and 180°),
and three blast overpressures (70, 140, and 210 kPa). The shock was simulated as
a planar pressure wave, applied to a surface upstream from the headform. For each
configuration, pressure measurements taken at the sensor coincident with the loading surface were averaged for the four repeated exposures to create an input incident
pressure pulse. The pressure pulse for a 210 kPa exposure with the headform located
at the exit was used as the pressure pulse for the untested configuration of 210 kPa
with the headform outside of the shock tube. All nodes coincident to the walls of
the Eulerian domain and the base of the Lagrangian headform were constrained
against all translational and rotational degrees of freedom. The enhanced immersed
boundary method allowed for the Lagrangian mesh to occupy void regions within
the Eulerian mesh, enabling the computation of the interfacial surface. Interaction
between the two domains was defined as hard general contact in the direction normal to the interacting surfaces and a frictionless contact in the tangential direction.
All simulations were conducted in Abaqus 6.13-4 on two Intel Xeon 2.10 GHz
processors (Dassault Systèmes). For each configuration, the pressure in each element along the vertical longitudinal plane was mapped to plot the blast overpressure
(BOP), impulse, and rise time amplification factors (MATLAB R2019a, Mathworks).
Element-wise values for the peak BOP were defined as the maximum simulated pressures, the impulses were calculated as the area under the pressure-time curves, and
the rise times were calculated as the time required for the signal to increase from 10
to 90% of the peak value. Element-wise values were normalized with values of the
incident waveform at that location, resulting in unitless amplification factors.

3. Results
3.1 Experimental surface pressures on the headform
Representative pressure profiles recorded by the surface sensors mounted on
the headform are presented in Figure 2B-D. These data were recorded at a nominal
6
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shock wave intensity of 70 kPa, and general trends in pressure waveforms distribution are similar for the other two incident shock wave intensities (140 and 210 kPa).
The effect of the headform rotation on the surface loading is illustrated in Figure 2
for the inside test location. In general, on the face exposed to the shock wave the
recorded peak overpressures are the highest: 245 kPa (H1 sensor) for the 0° orientation (Figure 2B, H8 and H9 sensors are a special case, considering the sensors are
located in the concave “eye sockets” which results in the pressure entrapment, and
extremely high peak overpressure values), 220 kPa (H7 sensor) for 90° orientation
(Figure 2C, inset), and 225 kPa (H5 sensor) for 180° orientation (Figure 2D). It
is obvious that the same trends are observed for the other two test locations and
headform orientations (Figure 4A–C). It appears that the rise time is a sensitive
metrics for the headform loading (Figure 4D–F). In general, the rise time is shortened on the front face exposed to the shock wave (H1 at 0° orientation, Figure 4D,
H6 and H7 at 90° orientation, Figure 4E, and H5 at 180° orientation, Figure 4F) or
it is extended on the converse side of the headform (H4 and H5 at 0° orientation in
Figure 4D, H10 at 90° orientation in Figure 4E, and H1 and H2 at 180° orientation
in Figure 4F), compared to the rise time of the incident shock wave. This effect
is seen regardless of the headform test location. For the duration and impulse, a
different kind of relationship is noticeable. It is expected considering both peak
overpressure and the rise time are describing the behavior of the front face of the
waveform, while the duration and the impulse are related to the properties of the
entire waveform. In general, the duration and impulse values decrease with distance
from the breech, corresponding with the test location in the order: inside > end
> outside. This is associated with the erosion of the incident wave tail by the end
effect. The shock wave exiting the shock tube creates a region of underpressure

Figure 4.
The results of the pressure waveforms characteristics quantification. The peak overpressure and the rise time
for the incident and surface mount sensors collected at three different test locations (inside, end and outside) are
presented (n = 4). The headform orientation in these experiments was 0° (A, C), 90° (B, E), and 180° (C, F).
7
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which travels back into the shock tube [7], and unconfined conditions on the outside allow for free expansion of the previously constrained shock front, resulting in
a conversion of the static pressure to ‘jet wind’, resulting in a shorter durations and
lower impulse values at the end and outside locations (Figure 5).
3.2 Experimental data normalization
It is thus obvious a further data reduction is necessary in order to compare data
collected at three different intensities and three different headform locations. The
simplest and most natural approach is to take the characteristic parameters of the
incident shock wave waveform (input) recorded by a sensor mounted at specific
test location, i.e., T5 for inside, D7 for end and PP for outside location, and compare
them with waveforms recorded by pressure sensors on the headform (output). The
resulting dimensionless parameters (calculated using Eq. (1)) are a measure of the
disturbance caused by introduction of headform into the flow field of the shock
wave traveling in the shock tube. The values other than 1 indicate divergence from
the waveform characteristics at specific test location in or outside of the shock tube
and on the specific location on the headform, compared to the incident shock wave.
These can be attributed to geometric factors, changes in shock wave characteristics
and presence of additional high velocity flows which are below the detection levels
of small cross section sensors sparsely distributed on the surface of the headform.
However, if the shock wave properties were only gradually evolving while traveling
in the shock tube, it is reasonable to expect similar distribution of non-dimensional
parameters as a function of their physical location on the headform which becomes
the only defining parameter of the system.

Figure 5.
The results of the pressure waveforms characteristics quantification. The peak duration and the impulse for
the incident and surface mount sensors collected at three different test locations (inside, end and outside) are
presented (n = 4). The headform orientation in these experiments was 0° (A, C), 90° (B, E), and 180° (C, F).
8
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The non-dimensional parameters (or amplification factors) allow for direct
comparison of pressure waveform characteristic parameters generated by a range
of incident shock waves differing in intensity. Using this concept in mind we
performed further data reduction for peak overpressures, rise time, impulse and
durations in all datasets. The representative bar plot for the amplification factors
for the peak overpressure, rise time, duration and impulse for the headform in the
90° orientation and exposed to a shock wave with three nominal intensities (70,
140 and 210 kPa) in three different locations (inside, end and outside) is presented
in Figure 6. This figure illustrates that indeed the normalization is an effective
strategy to compare the data obtained from a variety of exposure conditions. The
normalized peak overpressure and rise time follow well defined trends, and the
largest divergence is observed for the normalized duration and impulse at the end
test location (Figure 6C and D). It is expected considering duration and impulse
values for the end and outside locations vary more significantly than these reported
by the headform sensors in the inside location (Figure 5).
We previously reported similar trends for the headform tested in the 0° orientation (see Figure 7 in Ref. [26]), and this work expands upon these results by
incorporation of two additional orientations (90 and 180°). The data are presented
as a function of the sensor distance of the 2D projection of the headform (for details
refer to Figure 7B in Ref. [26]). The best results were noted for amplification factors
of peak overpressure recorded on the headform at 0° orientation (Figures 7, 8 and
Table 1): the data collected in all three test locations has narrow distribution and
follows well defined trend. Front sensor H1 has increased values in the range of
2.4–3.6, which gradually decrease along the headform reaching minimum values

Figure 6.
The results of the pressure waveform characteristics quantification for headform mounted sensors. The
normalized peak overpressure (A), rise time (B), duration (C) and impulse (D) are presented (n = 4) for
experiments where the headform was mounted at 90° orientation. The normalization allows comparison of the
data quantified for three nominal shock wave intensities: 70, 140 and 210 kPa.
9
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of about 1 for the H4 and H6 sensors on the back of the headform, and reaching a
value of 2 for the H5 sensor at the very end of the headform. This increase is purely
due to combined effect of the shock wave wrapping around the headform and its
two streams joining together at the back. This is accompanied by increased values
for the rise time for H5 sensor by a factor of 10 compared to incident shock wave,
which is markedly increased compared to all other sensors, where the rise time
amplification factor never exceeds the value of 2 (Figure 7). Amplification factors
for sensors mounted in the eye sockets are extremely high (in the range of 5–8),

Figure 7.
Amplification factors for peak overpressure and rise time as a function of the headform sensor distance.
Polynomial fit performed on normalized data collected for three headform orientations of 0, 90 and 180° at
three different test locations (inside, end and outside), three shock wave intensities (as indicated in the figure
legend: 70, 140 and 210 kPa) and repeated four times. Adjusted R2 values vary from 0.82 (good fit) to 0.59
(mediocre fit) due to broad data distributions. Data are presented as average and standard deviation.
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and they do not follow the same trend as sensors mounted on the flat surface of the
headform. The concave geometry of eye sockets is responsible for the compressed
air entrapment and momentary stagnation during shock wave exposure, which
results in extreme pressures, compared to other locations on the headform. Similar
trends are also noticeable for the 90 and 180° orientations, with differences related
to the geometrical factors. The amplification factors on the face exposed to the
shock wave (H6, H7 for the 90°, and H5 for 180° orientation) have lower values
(<3) compared to 0° orientation. The rise time for these two orientations have much

Figure 8.
Amplification factors for the duration and impulse as a function of the sensor distance on the headform.
Polynomial fit performed on normalized data collected for three headform orientations of 0, 90 and 180° at
three different test locations (inside, end and outside), three shock wave intensities (as indicated in the figure
legend: 70, 140 and 210 kPa) and repeated 4 times. Adjusted R2 values vary from 0.82 (good fit) to 0.04 (bad
fit) due to broad data distributions. Data are presented as average and standard deviation.
11
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lower values (<1 μs) and rise time values gradually increase with increased distance
(Figure 7). Far less consistent results are obtained for the duration and impulse
values (Figure 8). The spread of amplification factor values in all six cases is 1.0
or more, which indicates that the loading conditions at specific test location plays
an important role. These variations are expressed in the goodness of fit parameters
(adjusted R2) which are presented in Table 1. It is clear fit parameters for peak
overpressure and rise time indicate good fit, while for duration and impulse the
parameters are below 0.5, which is indicative of poor-quality fit. The dispersion of
the data points is the main reason, and respective data sets appear to follow stochastic distribution pattern rather than a single well-defined function.
3.3 Numerical simulation data normalization
The trends observed experimentally were confirmed using the numerical
simulations. Normalized results for the spatial distribution of peak overpressures

Headform orientation

1

0°

90°

180°

Peak overpressure

0.80

0.61

0.75

Rise time

0.71

0.821

0.791

Impulse

0.42

0.49

0.50

Duration

0.09

0.28

0.42

Large spread of the data for 90 and 180° orientations.

Table 1.
Adjusted R2 values for fits to different datasets presented in Figures 6 and 7.

Figure 9.
Spatial distribution of the peak overpressure amplification factors for the 140 kPa exposures in the region
surrounding the headform for three specimen locations and for three headform orientations.
12
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confirmed that the highest peak overpressures are seen at the front face of the headform (Figure 9). Following data normalization, trends were found to be common
between the three shock wave intensities, 70, 140, and 210 kPa, and, therefore, only
results for 140 kPa exposures are shown. The area of stagnation is largest in the 90°
orientation, followed by the 180° orientation. Additionally, for similar headform
orientations, the area of stagnation increased with increasing distance from the
breech, with the largest area of stagnations observed in the outside test locations
and the smallest area observed at the inside location. A region of increased peak
overpressures is observed behind the headform, regardless of the headform orientation or the testing location. This region indicates the area affected after the shock
front wraps around the headform. Above and below that area of elevated peak
overpressures, the lowest pressures are observed. This phenomenon is most apparent in the inside test location (Figure 9A–C), as a fan radiating behind the headform. These results corroborate the observed trends reported in Figure 7. The rise
time was highest around the posterior face of the headform in all headform orientations and underneath the chin of the headform in the 0° orientation (Figure 10).
In the area around the headform, the rise time was higher than that of the incident
waveform. These trends were observed regardless of specimen location.
Spatial maps of the impulse amplification factors highlight the importance of testing location on specimen loading (Figure 11). The end location exhibited the largest
impulse amplification factors and the inside location exhibited the smallest. This finding corroborates the wide spread of impulse and duration values reported in Figure 8.
Furthermore, the impulse was highest in the 90° headform orientation, followed by
the 180° orientation. The spatial distribution of the increased impulse was similar
among specimen orientations and testing locations, differing in magnitudes only. A
region of high impulse is seen on the front face of the headform and a region of low
impulse, lower than the impulse of the incident wave, is seen behind the headform.

Figure 10.
Spatial distribution of the rise time amplification factors for the 140 kPa exposures in the region surrounding
the headform for three specimen locations and for three headform orientations. Data are reported as the log of
the rise time amplification factor, indicated the order of magnitude of the change.
13
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Figure 11.
Spatial distribution of the impulse amplification factors for the 140 kPa exposures in the region surrounding
the headform for three specimen locations and for three headform orientations. As the duration and impulse
amplification factors showed similar results, only data for the impulse are presented here.

4. Conclusions
Headform instrumented with 10 pressure sensors (mounted to measure surface
pressure) was exposed to a single shock wave with three nominal intensities: 70,
140, and 210 kPa. The headform was mounted in three different orientations: 0, 90
and 180° with respect to the direction of the shock wave propagation. The effect of
the headform location was evaluated by positioning it inside of the shock tube, at
the end and outside of the shock tube. The headform was mounted using Hybrid III
biofidelic surrogate neck, which was tightened to eliminate the inertial motion of
the headform caused by blast exposure.
Comparison of the test results at three different shock wave intensities complicates
data analysis even further. To resolve these issues, we developed a simple strategy of
data reduction: the respective pressure parameters recorded by headform sensors are
divided by equivalent parameters of the incident shock wave as defined in Eq. (1). As
a result, a comprehensive set of non-dimensional parameters is generated. These nondimensional parameters (or amplification factors) allow for direct comparison of
pressure waveform characteristic parameters generated by a range of incident shock
waves differing in intensity and for the headform located in different locations.
Using this approach, we found there is a correlation function which allows
prediction of the peak pressure on the headform which depends only on the peak
pressure of the incident shock wave (for specific sensor location on the headform),
and it’s independent on the headform location, and to a certain degree the orientation. Similar relationship exists also for the rise time. However, for the duration and
impulse similar correlation functions do not exist.
We demonstrated via comprehensive experimental and numerical studies
that three different testing locations are characterized by non-equivalent loading
14
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conditions. While it was possible to devise the transfer function for normalized
peak overpressure and rise time at 0° orientation, the dispersion and clustering of
data points indicates the surface pressure distribution is a function of the headform
orientation where geometrical factors play important role.
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